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Awesome "19" in QURAN TESTAMENT and also in PSALMS-ZABOOR =26/196-197

Salaam/Peace to All,

here we shall clearly witness an Absolutely AWESOME Miracle in "QURAN TESTAMENT,"
and then we shall clearly witness it also in "PSALMS-ZABOOR,"
in such an exactly Same/Similar manner therein,

and thus we shall clearly and unmistakably Understand that 

the One and Only GOD  Whose  "Name"  is: 

in Arabic:  "HUWA  ALLAH" =    in Hebrew:  "YAHUWAH ELOAH"

this One and Only GOD has Sent-Down "QURAN TESTAMENT" and "PSALMS-ZABOOR"
for the Eternal Salvation and Everlasting Benefits of all Peoples of the World, 
for/in this Final Age now! 

So now let us clearly witness this Absolutely AWESOME Miracle in QURAN TESTAMENT, 
first of all, here: 

QURAN TESTAMENT consists of "114 Chapters", in total, by the Perfect Revelation of Our GOD, 

from the very Beginning,

so there are "six Chapters" therein, in total, which are perfect Multiples (=i.e.  19x...) 
therein thus:

Chapter "19"  (=i.e.  19x1...)
total Number of Verses therein: (not including "Basmalah") ="98"  &  (including "Basmalah") ="99"

Chapter "38"  (=i.e.  19x2...) 
total Number of Verses therein: (not including "Basmalah") ="88"  &  (including "Basmalah") ="89"

Chapter "57"  (=i.e.  19x3...) 
total Number of Verses therein: (not including "Basmalah") ="29"  &  (including "Basmalah") ="30"

Chapter "76"  (=i.e.  19x4...) 
total Number of Verses therein: (not including "Basmalah") ="31"  &  (including "Basmalah") ="32"

Chapter "95"  (=i.e.  19x5...) 
total Number of Verses therein: (not including "Basmalah")   ="8"  &  (including "Basmalah")   ="9"

Chapter "114"  (=i.e.  19x6...) 
total Number of Verses therein: (not including "Basmalah")   ="6"  &  (including "Basmalah")   ="7"

----------
"Basmalah" (=i.e.  "Bismi  AL-LAH  Al-Rahman  Al-Raheem") is a specifically un-Numbered Verse at the very beginning 
of all Chapters throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT 
--(except for Chapter 1 and 27, it is a perfectly Numbered Verse only in these two specific Chapters therein)--  
we can clearly witness it here:

EXCELLENT MIRACLES  (1)
http://www.19covenant19.com/cms/images/dosyalarim/BIBLICAL-1.pdf
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on page no. 4 and 20

Therefore, it can (in some occasions) legitimately be excluded
from the total "Number" of Verses --(because that it is an "un-Numbered" Verse)--
or/and 
it can (in some occasions) also legitimately be included
in the total Number of "Verses" --(for that it is an un-Numbered "Verse")-- 
as we have clearly witnessed it above, 

by this most Wise and perfect Decree of our LORD AL-LAH, in this most specific Respect, above, 

from the very Beginning, here: QURAN TESTAMENT  76/23-24  =  72/28  =  78/29
----------   

So now let us clearly witness these  "Most AWESOME"  &  "Most WONDROUS" MIRACLES, 
in this most specific Respect above, now here thus:

"QURAN TESTAMENT"

> > > > > >
"Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter"

19 38 57 76 95 114

> > > > > >
"Verses" "Verses" "Verses" "Verses" "Verses" "Verses"

98 88 29 31 08 6

=19x... =19x... 

                                                                            ==========                                          
and then

again
Also

                                                                            ==========

"QURAN TESTAMENT"

< < < < < <
"Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter"

114 95 76 57 38 19

< < < < < <
"Verses" "Verses" "Verses" "Verses" "Verses" "Verses"



7 09 32 30 89 99

=19x... =19x... 

*Please, absolutely note that
all of these "Chapter No.s", above, first of all, 
and then each of those "total Number of Verses", 
in perfect Correspondence, therein:

19 = 38 = 57 = 76 = 95 X 114
> > > > > >

98 = 88 = 29 = 31 = 08 X 6

                         ==========
and then

again
Also

                         ==========

114 X 95 = 76 = 57 = 38 = 19
< < < < < <

7 X 09 = 32 = 30 = 89 = 99

have thus Rightfully been placed in this Perfect Manner  
with regard to their number of "digits" therein, for/in both Cases above,
in such a perfectly parallel/equal and absolutely Consistent manner above,

by this Absolutely Most Wise and Perfect "Creation Design" of our LORD, 

also in this most specific Respect above, from the very Beginning, here:

QURAN TESTAMENT  76/23-24  =  72/28  =  78/29  =  74/30

So now let us clearly witness this Absolutely AWESOME Miracle above

also in "PSALMS-ZABOOR", 

in such an exactly Same/Similar manner therein, again,
now here thus: 

                                                            --continues in the next post--



"PSALMS-ZABOOR" consists of "150 Chapters", in total, by the Perfect Revelation of Our GOD, 

from the very Beginning,

so there are "seven Chapters" therein, in total, which are perfect Multiples (=i.e.  19x...) 
therein thus:

Chapter "19"  (=i.e.  19x1...)
total Number of Verses therein:     ="15"

Chapter "38"  (=i.e.  19x2...) 
total Number of Verses therein:     ="23"

Chapter "57"  (=i.e.  19x3...) 
total Number of Verses therein:     ="12"

Chapter "76"  (=i.e.  19x4...) 
total Number of Verses therein:     ="13"

Chapter "95"  (=i.e.  19x5...) 
total Number of Verses therein:     ="11"

Chapter "114"  (=i.e.  19x6...) 
total Number of Verses therein:     = "8"

Chapter "133"  (=i.e.  19x7...) 
total Number of Verses therein:     = "3"

----------

*"PSALMS-ZABOOR" Revealed unto Prophet David (PbuH) by Our GOD
among the Children of Israel therein (QURAN TESTAMENT 17/55  =  21/105-106)
is called "TEHILLIM" by Children of Israel.
http://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt2619.htm
http://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt2638.htm
http://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt2657.htm
http://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt2676.htm
http://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt2695.htm
http://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt26b4.htm
http://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt26d3.htm

---------- 

So now let us clearly witness these  "Most AWESOME"  &  "Most WONDROUS" MIRACLES, 

--(*which is in Essence in exact Same/Similar Design as we have clearly witnessed it 

for "QURAN TESTAMENT" in the previous post above)--
in this most specific Respect above, now, here thus:

"PSALMS-ZABOOR"

> > > > > > >
"Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter"



19 38 57 76 95 114 133

> > > > > > >
"Verses" "Verses" "Verses" "Verses" "Verses" "Verses" "Verses"

15 23 12 13 11 8 3

=19x... =19x... 

                                                                            ==========                                          
and then

again
Also

                                                                            ==========

"PSALMS-ZABOOR"

< < < < < < <
"Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter" "Chapter"

133 114 95 76 57 38 19

< < < < < < <
"Verses" "Verses" "Verses" "Verses" "Verses" "Verses" "Verses"

3 8 11 13 12 23 15

=19x... =19x... 

*Please, absolutely note that
all of these "Chapter No.s", above, first of all, 
and then each of those "total Number of Verses", 
in perfect Correspondence, therein:

19 = 38 = 57 = 76 = 95 X 114 = 133
> > > > > > >

15 = 23 = 12 = 13 = 11 X 8 = 3



                                   ==========
and then

again
Also

                                   ==========

133 = 114 X 95 = 76 = 57 = 38 = 19
< < < < < < <

3 = 8 X 11 = 13 = 12 = 23 = 15

have thus Rightfully been placed in this Perfect Manner  
with regard to their number of "digits" therein, for/in both Cases above,
in such a perfectly parallel/equal and absolutely Consistent manner above,
--(*which is in Essence in exact Same/Similar Design, also in this most specific Respect here, 

as we have clearly witnessed it for "QURAN TESTAMENT" in the previous post above)--

by this Absolutely Most Wise and Perfect "Creation Design" of our LORD, here Again,

also in this most specific Respect above, from the very Beginning, again here:

QURAN TESTAMENT  76/23-24  =  72/28  =  78/29  =  74/30

---------------------------------------------------------------
*Please, absolutely note that
because that there is no such specific "un-Numbered Verses" at the very beginning of 

any of these special "Chapters" in "PSALMS/ZABOOR" above,

--(*as we have clearly witnessed such specific "un-Numbered Verses" at the very beginning of 

all of those special "Chapters" in "QURAN TESTAMENT" in the previous post above)-- 

so there is absolutely no Requirement to follow a similar/same path here, in this specific Respect above.

And this may be the only difference here between these two Absolutely AWESOME Miracles
in "QURAN TESTAMENT" and also in "PSALMS-ZABOOR"

which are Most Wisely and Perfectly Created  by our LORD
thus in Essence in such an exact Same/Similar Design above, from the very Beginning!

---------------------------------------------------------------

So Finally, let us clearly witness these  Absolutely Most Miraculous QURANIC Verses,
in this Respect above:

QURAN TESTAMENT  26/"192-197" = 46/"10-11"

now here thus:

                                                                --continues in the next post--



==============================================================

192-  And certainly, "It" (=i.e. "QURAN TESTAMENT" with its "19" coded, 

most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" therein =74/26-30, 31
as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it 
specifically --due to/on  the "Left" side  &  due to/on  the "Right" side--  above)

is a Revelation of the LORD of the Worlds.

193-  The Honest "Spirit" (=i.e. "Gabriel," PbuH =2/97) has brought it down. 

194-  Upon your heart, so that you may be of the Warners.

195-  In a clear Arabic tongue.

196-  And certainly, it is --(perfectly Coded also)-- in the "PSALMS" --(in Arabic: "ZUBUR")
of the previous-congregations (=i.e. thus specifically in the "PSALMS" --(in Arabic: "ZABOOR")
granted unto Prophet David -PbuH- for/unto Children of Israel and all Believers, Worldwide,

here =QURAN TESTAMENT 17/55  =  21/105-106).   

197-  So is it not a sufficient "Sign" for them that the Knowledgeable of/among Children of Israel 
should absolutely know it --(because it is already thus clearly and unmistakably witnessed
specifically --due to/on  the "Left" side  &  due to/on  the "Right" side--  above, 
also in "PSALMS-ZABOOR", now, 
thus in Essence  in such an exact Same/Similar Design therein above, from the very Beginning, 
for/in this Final Age now!)--

V V V V V V V

10-  Say: Do you see, if "It" (=i.e. "QURAN TESTAMENT" with its "19" coded, 

most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" therein again =74/26-30, 31
as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it 
specifically --due to/on  the "Left" side  &  due to/on  the "Right" side--  again above)

is from AL-LAH, and you (still) reject it; 

and a witness from the Children of Israel bore witness to "its Same/Similar" (=in Arabic: "Mithlihi") 
(=i.e. as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it 

specifically --due to/on  the "Left" side  &  due to/on  the "Right" side--  again above, 

also in "PSALMS-ZABOOR", above)-- and he has believed, while you have (still) turned arrogant? 

(Then) surely, AL-LAH does not guide (such) wicked people --(until when/if they decide to repent 

and return to HIM truthfully here: 3/89  before it may be too late then: 4/17-18).  

11-  And (then) those who have rejected said regarding those who have believed: 

If "It" (=i.e. "QURAN TESTAMENT" and "PSALMS-ZABOOR" with their "19" coded, 

most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" therein above =74/26-30, 31)-- were any Good, 
they would not have preceded us in (recognizing and truly believing in) it! 
And as long as they choose-not-to-be-Guided thereby, they will say: "This is an old fabrication!"

QURAN TESTAMENT   26/"192-197" = 46/"10-11"

==============================================================



So after clearly and unmistakably Witnessing 

these  "2" Most-SUPERB  Excellent "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES"

--due to/on  the "Left" sides  &  due to/on  the "Right" sides--  for/in "QURAN TESTAMENT" above,

and then again

these  "2" Most-SUPERB  Excellent "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES"

--due to/on  the "Left" sides  &  due to/on  the "Right" sides--  for/in "PSALMS-ZABOOR" above,

thus in Essence in such an exact Same/Similar Design therein above, from the very Beginning, 
for/in this Final Age now,   

all truthful Believers (from among 
Jews, Christians, Arabs, and All Nations), Worldwide,
should/must Absolutely do this now:

=QURAN TESTAMENT   4/162 & 5/83-85 & 9/99 = "17/107-108-109"

before it may be too late then:

=QURAN TESTAMENT   "4/47" = 17/7-8 & 5/85-86 & 9/97-98

So Finally, let us clearly See this  "Most AWESOME"  &  "Most WONDROUS"

"Psalm-Zaboor, Chapter "95",
(=i.e. it is specifically "fifth" of those most special Chapters above)

and then also Finally,

"QURAN TESTAMENT, Chapter "114",
(=i.e. it is specifically "sixth" of those most special Chapters above)

for the  "Eternal Salvation"  and  "Everlasting Benefits"  of all truthful Believers (from among 
Jews, Christians, Arabs, and all Nations), Worldwide, here:

=QURAN TESTAMENT  "2/136-137  =  17/55  =  21/105-106"

in this Final Age, now here:

                                                             --continues in the next post--



********************************************************************************

 "PSALM-ZABOOR  "95"

(1- �ל �נ    ה���הי �ל    ה��נ���ר�נ    ּוכ� ׃ּונ������י    רּו���ל   ה��י��ר�

(2- ��    ה���ו�ת��    וי��נ��    ה��������נ �ר����� ׃ו�ֹל    ���י��ר�נ    תו�

(3- ����    ל���   י��� ��    ְך�ל���ּו    ה���ה�י   לו� ��� ׃םי��הֹל�א   ל��    ל��    לו�

(4- ��    ר����א ����ו�ת�ו    ץ�ר��א    י�ר������    ו���י� ׃ו�ֹל    םי��ר�ה    תו�

(5- �ה   ו�ֹל   ר���א ���י��ו    ּוה�����    אּו�ה�ו    ם��� ׃ּור����י    וי����י    ת���

(6- �� �נ   ה����ר�כ�נ�ו    ה��ו�������נ    ּוא� �כ�ר�ב� ׃ּונ����ע   ה���ה�י   י�נ����ל    ה�

(7- �� �הֹל��   אּו�ה  י� ��   ם���    ּונ����נ�א�ו   ּוני� ���ו    ו�תי���ר� ���י    ןא� �ה   ו� ��� ׃ּוע������ת    ו�ֹל����     ם��א    םו�

(8- �ל    ּו������   ל�א ��    םו��י��    ה��בי�ר����    ם�כ�ב�ב� �ּס� ׃ר���������    ה�

(9- �נ    ר����א ��    ם��כי�תו�ב�א    י�נּוּס� ׃י��ל����    ּו�א�ר    ם��    י�נּו�נ���

(10- ���ר�א �נ��   םי���� �א  ׀  ה� ����    טּו��� ���א�ו   רו� �ה��ו   ם��ה   ב��ב�ל    י�����   ם���   ר� ׃י��כ�ר��    ּו�����י   א�ל   ם�

(11- ׃י��ת��ּונ��    ל�א   ןּו�א�ב��י    ם�א    י����א�ב    י����������נ   ר���א

********************************************************************************

********************************************************************************

 "QURAN TESTAMENT  "114"

�� ى �� �� ل ٱ       �ن ��� �� �� ل ٱ       ٥ِ �ل ل ٱ       �� �� ��



(1- �
�

�       �ل 
�

� و �� 
�

        �� �� ��
ن ل ٱ       

�
�� ا 

(2- ن ل ٱ       �� �ل ��
�

�� ا 

(3- ن ل ٱ       ٥ِ ��ل ��
�

�� ا 

(4- � �ل ٱ       �� ا �و �� �و �ل ٱ       �� ��       ن ��
�

ن 
�

�� ا 

(5- ن ل ٱ       �� و �� ��       ى ��        �� �و �� �و �ى       ى �� �ل ٱ
�

�� ا 

(6- ن ��
�

ن �� �ل ٱ       
�

ن ل ٱ �و       �� 
�

�� ا 

********************************************************************************

--continues in the next post--

*****************************************************************************************

 "PSALM-ZABOOR  "95"

-1)  Come, let us --due to/on the left side of those "19" coded Miracles above now-- sing-joyfully to YHWH; 

--due to/on the right side of those "19" coded Miracles above now-- shout-blissfully to the ROCK of our Salvation!

-2)  Let us wholeheartedly-come before HIS "Face" (=i.e. "Presence") with ThanksGiving, 
(and) with Songs-of-Praising let us shout-blissfully to HIM! 

-3)  For --thus especially, due to/on the Left side of those "19" coded Miracles above now-- a Great GOD is YHWH, 

and --due to/on the Right side of those "19" coded Miracles above now-- a Great KING over all authorities!

-4)  In WHOSE "Hand" (=i.e. Ultimate "Power") are the depths of the Earth, and the heights of the Mountains are HIS also.

-5)  The Sea is HIS, for HE made it, and HIS "Hands" (=i.e. Ultimate "Powers") formed the Land.

-6)  Then, in order to worship (HIM) --due to/on the left side of those "19" coded Miracles above now-- let us bow-down, 

--due to/on the right side of those "19" coded Miracles above now-- let us kneel before YHWH our Maker.

-7)  For HE is our GOD, and we are the People of HIS Earth, and the Servants of HIS "Hand" (=i.e. Caring, Protecting, 



Sustaining "Power"); (this) Day, if you would hearken to HIS Voice!

-8)  (Then) Do not harden your heart as in Meribah, as in the day of Massah in the wilderness,

-9)  There "challenged" ME, your ancestors, "tested" ME, even though they saw "MY Work!"

-10)  For forty years was I wearied with (such) generation, and (eventually) I said: 
A people erring in heart — they are! For they have not known MY --"Left"  &  "Right"-- Ways  (above)!

-11)  Wherefore I swore in MY Anger: 

They shall never enter into MY "Rest" (=i.e. "Promised Land"  or/and also  "Eternal Paradise")!  

(*Unfortunately, many among the Children of Israel will make this Gross Mistake --as their Ancestors did 

in the past above-- in this Final Age here now,

because when/if they ignore this most Critical and important "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant" (=i.e. the long awaited 

and anticipated Messiah Descendant of Prophet David (Peace be upon Him) here: Psalms 18/50-51  =  118/19-26

they may have to taste the Dire Consequences in the near future, in this Final Age now here: 

Torah, Deut. 18/15-19  =  31/25-29  =  32/3-6 ... 19-27

only the truthful Children of Israel who immediately repent and absolutely return to the One and Only GOD above 

will be Saved by HIM Forever!  

Torah, Deut. 32/34-43  =  Psalms 28/4-5, 6-9   &   Quran Testament  17/7-8 = 104  =  4/160-161, 162)    

*****************************************************************************************

*****************************************************************************************

 "QURAN TESTAMENT  "114"

In the Name of AL-LAH, The Gracious, The Merciful

-1)    Say: I seek Refuge with the LORD of the people;

-2)  --thus especially, due to/on the Left side of those "19" coded Miracles above now-- the "KING" of the people!

-3)  --thus especially, due to/on the Right side of those "19" coded Miracles above now-- the "GOD" of the people!

-4)    From the evil of the sneaking whisperers,

-5)    Who whisper --(to provoke them against AL-LAH)-- into the chests of the people. 

-6)    Be they of the "jinns" --thus especially, against the Left side of those "19" coded Miracles above now,-- 
or  the "people" --against the Right side of those "19" coded Miracles above now!--  (=29/"47" &  "49")

(Quran Testament 25/31  =  6/112-117)

*****************************************************************************************

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Please, also absolutely see here: 

"BIBLICAL EXCELLENT MIRACLES (2)"
The Words of Prophet David (PbuH)
http://www.19covenant19.com/cms/images/dosyalarim/BIBLICAL-2.pdf

-----------------------------------------------------------------------



Remain in Shalom/Peace/Salaam.

And he  who  came  with  The TRUTH,
and  those  who  verified-it-as-TRUE,
they  are  the Righteous. =39/33, ....


